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hroughout the pandemic, Sweden has faced an enormous

amount of criticism and international pressure due to their

willingness to stick to established public health principles and

pre-pandemic planning.

Instead of following the incessant, anti-science groupthink that became

part of a virus-induced political religion, Sweden chose instead to not

impose the strict lockdowns that Dr. Fauci recently claimed were not tried

in the US.

Sweden never mandated masks be worn in indoor public spaces, correctly

identifying the lack of evidence supporting their use.

They kept schools open in de�ance of teacher’s unions and politically

motivated “experts” in the United States who advocated for a policy with

zero bene�ts and tremendous harms.

Essentially, Sweden followed the actual science and not The Science™,

with the requisite trademark and capital letters. That would include the

POLICY, PUBLIC HEALTH
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guides that were prepared prior to the panic, inaccurate modeling,

political motivations and crisis obsession took over.

Even last year it became readily apparent that no one in the media or

public health establishment was willing to discuss the inarguable reality

that Sweden’s results were no worse than many countries across the globe

— and signi�cantly better than many, many others.

In general, comparisons have been mainly focused on COVID speci�c

outcomes, but now the World Health Organization, fresh o� demanding

authoritarian powers over sovereign nations whenever they deem

necessary, has released a new report on their estimates of excess

mortality.

Excess mortality is simply the number of deaths above the expected rate

in a given country in a speci�c time frame. 

Excess mortality captures all of the outcomes in a country — it’s not

limited to COVID related metrics or any other speci�c cause.

For that reason it can o�en be a better indicator of the true cost of the

pandemic, whether that be COVID mortality or the consequences of

lockdowns, hospital policy or mental health breakdowns.

The WHO report contains many illuminating statistics from the �rst two

years of the pandemic which illustrate that Sweden’s approach was

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2022/05/14/pandemic-pact-would-leave-world-chinas-mercy/
https://www.who.int/data/stories/global-excess-deaths-associated-with-covid-19-january-2020-december-2021
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undoubtedly the correct one; once again contradicting the expert derived

“consensus” that advocates for endless restrictions on normal life.

Sweden’s relative success is easily visible when comparing thirty

European countries in estimated excess mortality rate per 100,000:

Sweden ranks 25th out of the 30 countries.

24 countries had a higher excess mortality rate per 100,000.

In summary, Sweden, the country that eschewed strict lockdowns, had

some of the lowest mask usage anywhere on earth, kept schools open and

society functioning as much as possible, and had one of the lowest rates of

overall mortality of any country in their region.
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While a single graph or chart may not necessarily disprove pro-mandate

arguments, this one comes remarkably close.

If lockdowns, masks and other restrictions were as important as experts

and politicians preach that they are, these results should not be possible.

Countries like Germany, Portugal and the Czech Republic were all praised

for having “science based” responses with strict lockdowns, and extremely

high rates of mask compliance. 

Portugalʼs vaccine success
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Germanyʼs “Master class in science communication”

The Czech Republicʼs “Lifesaving lesson to wear masks”

Sweden vastly outperformed each of them.
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But let’s dive in a bit deeper.

One of the more common refrains from mask advocates is that US states

such as New York, New Jersey and others have poor cumulative results

because they weren’t aware early on that masks “work,” so their policies

were adjusted and spread was successfully reversed by mask mandates

and other restrictions a�er the �rst wave.

However, Sweden shows the exact opposite.

Restrictions in Sweden for the entirety of 2020 and 2021 were

consistently among the least authoritarian and invasive when compared to

other western countries.

Once again, if mask mandates, lockdowns and strict vaccine based policies

were so important and e�ective, we’d expect the outcomes in 2021 to be

worse in Sweden, as most of the world experienced increased spread with

more transmissible variants.

Instead we see the exact opposite:
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Black bars indicate the 2020 rate in each country, while the orange bars

are the 2021 rates. 

In many European countries, excess mortality became

signi�cantly worse in 2021 despite the arrival of vaccines, the ingrained

evidence-free belief in masks and widespread discriminatory vaccine

passport policies. Sweden had the exact opposite results, with

signi�cantly lower rates in 2021 despite their “lax” rules.

Comparing the 2021 numbers exclusively also highlights Sweden’s

success:
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Although the determination of pro-mandate fanatics to exclusively

compare Sweden to other Scandinavian countries is nonsensical, the 2021

excess mortality rates show Sweden with lower numbers than both

Finland and Denmark.

Ian Miller
@ianmSC

The New York Times compared Australiaʼs COVID results to the United States,
despite Australia being an island nation many thousands of miles away with
1/10th the population, so can we finally put the “Sweden did worse than Finland
and Norway” nonsensical argument to bed now?

Jeffrey A Tucker @jeffreyatucker

My god, they will never let this go. NYT explains that lockdowns,
compliance, masks, travel restrictions plus harsh and universal vaccine
mandates are the best way, citing Australia. nytimes.com/2022/05/15/wor…

6�47 AM · May 16, 2022

335 See latest COVID-19 info

Read 14 replies
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Revisiting the overall chart from 2020-2021, it’s important to highlight

several other countries that had much stricter rules than Sweden:

France, Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Spain and Italy

all had lockdowns, varying levels of vaccine discrimination, mask

mandates and strict entry requirements.

All fared worse than Sweden.

The lockdown and mask apologists simply o�ered no explanation for this.

Oh sure, there are excuses and misdirections, but no actual explanations.
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Yes, Sweden had higher cumulative rates than the other Scandinavian

countries, but viewing them in context shows how similar they actually

were, outside of Norway, which was essentially a global exception.

Norway, however, had signi�cant rates of spread in late 2021 that would

not be counted until the 2022 data is in.

In general, the Scandinavian countries were more lax than most of

continental Europe regardless. 

More importantly, the broader context of Europe shows how successful

Sweden’s policies actually were.

Here are several notable countries and how much higher than excess

mortality rates were from 2020-2021:
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Czech Republic 229%

United States 163%

Italy 147%

Spain 106%

United Kingdom 100%

Germany 96%

Portugal 71%

Greece 63%

Netherlands 57%

Belgium 35%

All of these countries had much harsher restrictions than Sweden with

signi�cantly worse results. 

No matter how hard they try, every available piece of data and evidence

continues to contradict the assertions made by incompetent experts

desperate to protect their disgraced reputations and future grants.

Masks, lockdowns and strict discrimination at nearly every indoor

business were all proven to be completely ine�ective, both at reducing

infections and overall mortality.

Sweden’s willingness to follow science and not The Science™ meant that

they limited the negative impacts of COVID while avoiding higher

numbers of deaths from other lockdown-derived consequences. 
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The vast majority of mainstream media outlets have no interest in

covering these results because it contradicts the policies they’ve strongly

advocated for and consistently promoted.

CNN, MSNBC, The New York Times and many other mainstream

publications did their best to ensure that corporations, politicians,

teacher’s unions and other decision makers had the cover to enforce

seemingly endless mandates.

Disturbingly, toddlers are still masked in New York City, which appears to

be heading back towards mask mandates and vaccine passports (now with

boosters!).

School districts across the United States have already decided to mandate

masks due to a slight increase in cases.

These policies will now be an endless, reoccurring threat in anti-science

areas like Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

All based on the lie that masks and mandates work. A lie that Sweden

helps expose.

Republished from the author’s Substack

Author

https://ianmsc.substack.com/p/a-new-world-health-organization-report?s=r
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